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bars  require  a  large  space,  the  width  of  the  die 
cast  machine  increases. 

JP—  A—  56-136  268,  upon  which  the  preamble 
of  claim  1  is  based,  shows  a  horizontal  mold 
clamping  and  vertical  injection  type  die  cast 
machine  with  a  horizontally  movable  die  and 
platen,  operated  by  clamping  cylinders. 

Summary  of  the  invention 
Accordingly,  it  is  an  object  of  this  invention  to 

provide  an  improved  horizontal  mold  clamping 
and  vertical  injection  type  die  cast  machine  or  an 
injection  molding  machine  capable  of  preventing 
leakage  of  molten  metal  at  the  time  of  injection 
casting,  thus  preventing  unsatisfactory  cast  or 
molded  products  as  well  as  formation  of  burrs. 

Another  object  of  this  invention  is  to  provide  a 
novel  horizontal  mold  clamping  and  vertical 
injection  type  die  cast  machine  or  an  injection 
molding  machine  capable  of  utilizing  a  large 
space  for  mounting  metal  molds. 

Still  another  object  of  this  invention  is  to  pro- 
vide  a  novel  horizontal  clamping  and  vertical 
injection  type  casting  or  molding  machine 
having  an  improved  supporting  structure  of  the 
injection  device. 

According  to  this  invention,  there  is  provided  a 
horizontal  mold  clamping  and  vertical  injection 
type  die  cast  machine  comprising  a  stationary 
metal  mold  secured  to  a  stationary  platen,  a 
movable  metal  mold  secured  to  a  movable 
platen,  means  for  moving  in  the  horizontal  direc- 
tion  the  movable  platen  together  with  the  mov- 
able  metal  molds  toward  and  away  from  the 
stationary  metal  mold  and  the  stationary  platen, 
the  movable  and  stationary  metal  molds  defining 
a  mold  cavity  when  they  are  clamped  together, 
an  injection  cylinder  for  injecting  material  con- 
tained  therein  into  the  mold  cavity  and  means  for 
suspending  the  injection  cylinder  from  the 
stationary  platen,  wherein  the  stationary  platen 
comprises  a  vertical  member  and  a  horizontal 
member  integral  therewith  which  extends 
beneath  the  stationary  metal  mold,  and  the  injec- 
tion  cylinder  suspending  means  is  suspended  by 
the  horizontal  member. 

Brief  description  of  the  drawings 
In  the  accompanying  drawings: 
Fig.  1  is  a  longitudinal  sectional  view  showing 

the  injection  device  supporting  structure  of  an 
injection  molding  machine  embodying  the  inven- 
tion; 

Fig.  2  is  a  sectional  view  taken  along  a  line 
II—  II  in  Fig.  1; 

Fig.  3  is  a  longitudinal  sectional  view  of  a  die 
cast  machine  showing  a  modification  of  this 
invention; 

Fig.  4  is  a  longitudinal  view  taken  along  a  line 
IV—  IV  in  Fig.  3; 

Fig.  5  is  a  side  view,  partly  in  section,  showing 
a  die  cast  machine  utilizing  a  prior  art  injection 
device  supporting  structure; 

Fig.  6  is  a  longitudinal  sectional  view  showing 
another  embodiment  of  a  horizontal  mold  clamp- 

Description 

Background  of  the  invention 
This  invention  relates  to  a  horizontal  mold 

clamping  and  vertical  injection  type  die  cast  5 
machine,  and  more  particularly  to  an  injection 
device  supporting  structure  for  supporting  the 
injection  device  by  a  stationary  platen. 

Injection  molding  machines  such  as  a  die  cast 
machine  and  a  plastic  injection  molding  machine  10 
are  generally  termed  an  injection  die  cast 
machine  in  the  following  since  these  machines 
are  similar,  and  the  term  "material  to  be 
injected"  means  molten  metal  in  the  case  of  a 
die  cast  machine  whereas  plastic  resin  in  the  is 
case  of  an  injection  molding  machine. 

In  the  prior  art  die  cast  machine  and  plastic 
injection  molding  machine,  the  mold  clamping 
direction  and  the  injection  direction  are  generally 
the  same,  but  in  recent  years,  a  horizontal  mold  20 
clamping  and  vertical  injection  type  die  cast 
machine  has  been  developed.  Examples  of  such 
types  of  die  casting  machines  are  disclosed  in 
Japanese  Patent  Publication  Nos.  55859/1983 
(now  Japanese  Patent  No.  1222503)  and  13941/  25 
1984  (now  Japanese  Patent  No.  1237694). 

As  will  be  described  later,  with  these  prior  art 
machines,  after  pouring  molten  metal  into  a 
casting  sleeve,  the  sleeve  is  raised  to  abut 
against  a  stationary  sleeve  and  the  molten  metal  30 
is  injected  into  a  mold  cavity  by  an  oil  pressure 
operated  plunger. 

These  prior  art  horizontal  mold  clamping  and 
vertical  injection  type  die  casting  or  injection 
molding  machines  are  advantageous  in  that  the  35 
length  of  the  molten  metal  in  the  injection  sleeve 
is  short  so  that  the  temperature  lowering  is 
small,  that  the  contact  area  between  the  molten 
metal  and  air  is  small  so  that  the  number  of 
voids  formed  in  the  product  caused  by  gas  con-  40 
tained  in  the  injection  cylinder  is  small,  and  that 
at  the  time  of  completing  the  filling,  the  injection 
pressure  is  efficiently  transmitted  since  the  injec- 
tion  plunger  is  correctly  opposed  to  the  mold 
cavity.  But  there  are  problems  in  the  supporting  45 
structure  of  the  injection  device. 

More  particularly,  in  the  prior  art  horizontal 
mold  clamping  and  vertical  injection  type  die 
casting  machine,  a  stationary  metal  mold 
secured  to  a  stationary  platen  and  a  movable  50 
metal  mold  secured  to  a  movable  platen  which  is 
moved  toward  and  away  from  the  stationary 
platen  are  clamped  together  to  form  the  mold 
cavity.  An  injection  device  having  the  injection 
cylinder  or  sleeve  for  containing  the  molten  55 
metal  to  be  injected  into  the  mold  cavity  is 
suspended  by  tie  bars  from  columns  supporting 
the  stationary  platen.  With  this  construction  for 
suspending  the  injection  device,  the  columns 
tend  to  bend  due  to  the  weight  of  the  injection  60 
device,  so  that  a  gap  is  formed  between  the 
injection  sleeve  and  the  sleeve  of  the  metal 
mold.  Consequently,  a  substantial  number  of  the 
products  would  become  rejects  or  molten  metal 
would  lead  through  the  gap.  Moreover,  as  the  tie  65 
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to  an  edge  of  an  opening  formed  at  the  rear  end  of 
the  upper  surface  of  the  base  24.  The  stationary 
platen  25  has  an  L  shape  including  a  substantially 
square  vertical  member  25a  and  a  horizontal 

5  member  25b  extending  toward  a  movable  platen 
28  to  be  described  later.  The  width  of  the  horizon- 
tal  member  25b  secured  to  the  base  24  is  slightly 
smaller  than  that  of  the  vertical  member.  The 
other  stationary  platen,  not  shown,  is  adjustably 

10  secured  to  the  other  end  of  the  base  24  to  oppose 
the  stationary  platen  25.  These  two  stationary 
platens  are  connected  together  by  columns  27 
secured  to  four  corners  of  the  stationary  platens. 
A  movable  platen  28  is  slidably  fitted  on  column 

15  27  to  oppose  the  stationary  platen  25  and  con- 
nected  to  the  mold  clamping  cylinder  of  the  other 
stationary  platen,  not  shown,  through  a  toggle 
mechanism  29.  A  stationary  metal  mold  is 
mounted  on  the  statonary  platen  25  and  pre- 

20  vented  from  moving  in  the  vertical  direction  by  a 
key  31,  while  a  movable  metal  mold  32  is 
mounted  on  the  movable  platen  28  and  prevented 
from  moving  in  the  vertical  direction  by  a  key  33. 
Thus,  the  metal  molds  30  and  32  are  moved 

25  relatively  in  the  horizontal  direction  to  abut  on 
each  other  at  a  split  or  mating  plane  34.  When 
clamped  together,  the  metal  molds  30  and  32 
define  a  mold  cavity  35,  a  throat  36  beneath  it,  and 
a  vertical  opening  37  contiguous  to  the  throat  36. 

30  A  split  sleeve  38  is  secured  to  the  inner  surface  of 
the  vertical  opening  37.  A  push  out  device  39  is 
provided  for  the  movable  metal  mold  32  to 
remove  the  cast  product.  At  an  upper  portion  of 
the  sleeve  38,  a  circular  recess  38a  is  formed  in 

35  the  inner  wall  of  sleeve  38.  The  recess  38a  is 
effective  to  capture  a  solidified  surface  layer  of 
molten  metal  poured  in  a  casting  sleeve  58  to  be 
described  later  which  would  otherwise  be  filled 
into  the  casting  cavity. 

40  The  vertical  casting  unit  23  is  provided  with  four 
depending  supporting  members  in  the  form  of  tie 
rods  40  threaded  into  the  horizontal  member  25b 
of  the  stationary  platen  25.  The  spacing  between 
the  tie  rods  40  is  smaller  than  that  of  the_columns 

45  27.  The  tie  rods  extend  through  the  base  24  into  a 
bin  41  below  the  floor  surface.  The  lower  ends  of 
the  tie  rods  40  are  secured  by  nuts  43  to  four 
corners  of  a  supporting  beam  42  having  an  U 
shaped  configuration  when  viewed  from  above. 

50  An  injection  device  generally  shown  by  a  ref- 
erence  numeral  44  is  rotatably  supported  by  a 
supporting  beam  42.  The  injection  device  44 
comprises  a  rectangular  upper  stationary  board 
45  and  a  lower  stationary  board  46  which  are 

55  interconnected  by  4  tie  rods  47  with  their  upper 
ends  threaded  into  the  upper  stationary  board  45 
and  the  lower  ends  secured  to  the  lower  station- 
ary  board  46  by  nuts  48.  The  upper  stationary 
board  45  is  provided  with  a  vertical  pin  49  at  the 

so  center,  and  the  pin  49  is  clamped  between  the  two 
legs  of  the  U  shaped  supporting  beam  42  so  as  to 
rotatably  support  the  injection  device  44  with  the 
supporting  beam  42.  An  injection  cylinder  50  is 
clamped  between  upper  and  stationary  boards  45 

65  and  46  at  their  central  portions.  The  piston  rod  51 

ing  and  vertical  casting  type  die  cast  machine 
according  to  this  invention; 

Fig.  7  is  a  lefthand  side  view  of  the  die  cast 
machine  shown  in  Fig.  5; 

Fig.  8  is  side  view  of  the  stationary  platen  and 
the  base  of  the  machine; 

Fig.  9  is  a  plan  view  of  the  stationary  platen  and 
the  base  shown  in  Fig.  8;  and 

Fig.  10  is  a  front  view,  partly  in  section,  showing 
the  injection  cylinder. 

Description  of  the  preferred  embodiments 
Before  describing  the  invention,  the  prior  art 

injection  molding  machine  acting  as  a  die  cast 
machine  referred  to  above  will  firstly  be  described 
with  reference  to  Fig.  5.  The  die  cast  machine 
shown  therein  comprises  a  vertical  base  1 
secured  to  the  floor,  a  pair  of  stationary  platens  2 
(only  one  is  shown)  which  are  spaced  in  the 
direction  perpendicular  to  the  sheet  of  drawing. 
The  four  corners  of  the  stationary  platens  2  are 
interconnected  by  four  columns  3.  An  injection 
device  4  is  provided  with  upper  and  lower  station- 
ary  platens  6  and  7  interconnected  by  four  vertical 
columns  5,  and  an  injection  cylinder  8  is  clamped 
between  the  upper  and  lower  stationary  platens  6 
and  7.  A  block  10  supporting  an  injection  sleeve  9 
is  mounted  on  the  upper  stationary  platen  6 
through  a  ram  11  to  be  movable  in  the  vertical 
direction.  The  injection  sleeve  9  is  connected  to  a 
plunger,  not  shown,  which  is  moved  in  the  verti- 
cal  direction  by  pressurized  oil  in  the  injection 
cylinder  8.  The  injection  device  4  is  supported  by 
a  pair  of  tie  bars  12  depending  from  the  pair  of 
lower  columns  3,  and  a  pair  of  supporting  beams 
13  are  secured  to  the  lower  ends  of  the  depending 
tie  bars  12  by  nuts  14,  whereby  the  lower  board  6 
is  rotatably  supported  by  the  supporting  beams 
13.  A  stationary  metal  mold  15  and  a  movable 
metal  mold,  not  shown,  in  front  of  the  mold  15  are 
respectively  mounted  on  the  stationary  platen  2 
and  a  movable  platen  in  front  thereof.  When  the 
movable  platen  is  moved  in  the  horizontal  direc- 
tion  together  with  the  movable  metal  mold  to 
close  the  molds,  a  mold  cavity  and  a  stationary 
sleeve  are  formed  at  the  abutting  surface  of  the 
movable  and  stationary  molds. 

After  pouring  molten  metal  into  the  injection 
sleeve  9,  when  the  block  10  is  raised  by  ram  1  1  to 
make  the  injection  sleeve  9  abut  against  the 
stationary  sleeve  and  when  the  plunger  is  raised 
by  the  pressurized  oil  in  the  injection  cylinder  8, 
the  molten  metal  in  the  injection  sleeve  9  will  be 
injected  into  the  mold  cavity.  As  described  above, 
the  prior  art  injection  molding  apparatus  has 
various  merits  but  problems  to  be  solved  still 
remain.  The  invention  contemplates  solution-  of 
these  problems. 

The  die  cast  machine  21  of  this  invention  shown 
in  Figs.  1  and  2  is  constituted  by  a  horizontal  mold 
clamping  unit  22,  and  a  vertical  casting  unit  23. 
The  horizontal  mold  clamping  unit  22  is  secured 
on  a  base  24  of  the  machine  secured  to  the  floor 
and  extending  in  the  horizontal  direction  as 
viewed  in  Fig.  1.  A  stationary  platen  25  is  secured 
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ral  therewith.  However,  the  thickness  of  the  hori- 
zontal  member  61  b  is  larger  than  the  thickness  of 
the  horizontal  member  25b  of  the  previous 
embodiment.  A  groove  61c  is  formed  in  the 

5  bottom  of  horizontal  member  61  b  and  a  rib  62a  of 
a  rectangular  supporting  plate  62  is  received  in 
the  groove  61c  so  that  the  supporting  plate  62  can 
move  in  the  horizontal  direction  with  respect  to 
the  horizontal  member  61b.  Vertical  tie  rods  63 

io  shorter  than  the  tie  rods  40  of  the  previous 
embodiment  are  threaded  into  the  bottom  surface 
of  the  supporting  plate  62  for  supporting  a 
supporting  beam  42  at  their  lower  ends.  Like  the 
previous  embodiment,  the  supporting  beam  42 

is  and  the  injection  device  44  are  inclined  by  a  tilting 
cylinder  59.  A  pneumatic  cylinder  64  is  secured  to 
the  rear  surface  of  the  upper  plate  of  the  base  24 
through  a  bracket,  and  the  free  end  of  the  piston 
rod  65  of  the  cylinder  64  is  pivotally  connected  to 

20  one  end  of  the  supporting  plate  62.  With  this 
construction,  when  the  piston  rod  65  reciprocates, 
the  vertical  casting  unit  23  is  moved  in  the 
horizontal  direction  in  parallel  with  the  mold 
clamping  direction  so  that  the  casting  sleeve  58 

25  can  be  correctly  aligned  with  the  stationary  sleeve 
38  of  the  metal  molds  30  and  32  irrespective  of  the 
variation  in  the  dimensions  of  the  metal  molds  30 
and  32.  The  casting  operation  is  the  same  as  that 
of  the  previous  embodiment. 

30  Although  in  the  foregoing  embodiments  the 
invention  was  applied  to  a  die  cast  machine,  it  will 
be  clear  that  the  invention  is  also  applicable  to  a 
horizontal  mold  clamping  and  vertical  injection 
type  plastic  injection  molding  machine. 

35  According  to  the  embodiments  described 
above,  the  stationary  platen  to  which  the  station- 
ary  metal  mold  is  secured  is  constituted  by  an 
integral  L  shaped  member  having  a  vertical 
member  and  a  horizontal  member,  and  the  injec- 

40  tion  device  is  supported  by  the  supporting 
member  depending  from  the  horizontal  member 
so  as  to  support  the  whole  injection  device  by  a 
rigid  movable  board  so  that  the  injection  device 
does  not  move  downwardly  due  to  its  own 

45  weight.  Consequently,  there  is  no  fear  of  leaking 
of  molten  metal  through  a  gap  between  the 
casting  sleeve  and  the  metal  molds  and  of  form- 
ing  burrs  at  the  abutting  surface  of  the  metal 
molds.  Since  the  upper  end  mounting  member  of 

so  the  injection  device  supporting  member  does  not 
occupy  a  large  space,  a  space  available  for 
mounting  the  metal  molds  can  be  increased. 
Moreover,  since  the  spacing  between  the 
supporting  members  of  the  injection  device  can 

55  be  made  smaller  than  the  prior  art  construction, 
the  overall  size  of  the  casting  or  injection  device 
can  be  reduced. 

In  the  illustrated  embodiments  wherein  each  of 
the  L-shaped  stationary  platens  25  and  61  com- 

60  prises  a  vertical  member  and  a  horizontal 
member  integral  therewith,  it  is  advantageous  to 
slightly  incline  the  horizontal  member  upwards. 

With  this  modification,  for  example  when  the 
horizontal  member  has  an  arm  length  of  about 

65  150  mm  at  a  position  intersecting  the  molten 

of  the  injection  cylinder  50  extends  upwardly 
through  the  upper  stationary  board  45,  and  a 
plunger  52  is  connected  to  the  upper  end  of  the 
piston  rod  51  through  a  coupling  53.  The  lower 
stationary  board  46  is  provided  with  an  oil  supply 
port  54.  A  dome  shaped  block  55  is  supported  by 
a  pair  of  pins  56  secured  to  the  upper  stationary 
board  45,  and  the  bottom  of  the  block  55  is 
shaped  to  receive  the  coupling  53.  The  block  55  is 
moved  in  the  vertical  direction  by  admitting 
pressurized  oil  into  cylinders  57  of  the  block  and 
by  the  vertical  movement  of  the  piston  rod  51  .  To 
the  upper  end  of  the  block  55  is  secured  a 
cylindrical  casting  sleeve  58  coaxial  with  and 
having  the  same  diameter  as  the  stationary  sleeve 
38.  With  the  piston  rod  51  elevated,  when  the 
block  55  is  raised  by  the  pressurized  oil  admitted 
into  the  cylinders  57,  the  casting  sleeve  58  is 
urged  against  the  stationary  sleeve  38,  whereas 
when  block  55  is  lowered,  both  sleeves  are 
separated  away.  A  tilting  cylinder  59  is  secured  to 
the  upper  stationary  board  45  and  the  free  end  of 
its  piston  rod  60  is  pivotally  connected  to  one  tie 
rod  47  so  that  when  the  piston  rod  60  is  retracted, 
the  injection  device  44  is  tilted  about  a  pin  49  to 
enable  pouring  of  the  molten  metal  into  the 
casting  sleeve  58. 

The  die  cast  machine  described  above  operates 
as  follows: 

After  inserting  plunger  52  in  the  casting 
cylinder  58,  the  tilting  cylinder  59  is  operated  to 
tilt  the  injection  device  44  about  pin  49.  After 
pouring  molten  metal  into  the  casting  sleeve  58 
with  a  dipper  or  the  like,  the  tilting  cylinder  59  is 
operated  in  the  opposite  direction  to  bring  the 
injection  device  44  to  the  vertical  position.  Then 
pressurized  oil  is  simultaneously  introduced  into 
the  cylinders  57  and  the  injection  cylinder  50  so  as 
to  raise  the  casting  sleeve  58  and  the  plunger  52 
for  urging  the  casting  sleeve  58  against  the  lower 
end  of  the  stationary  sleeve  38.  Then  the  movable 
metal  mold  32  is  moved  by  the  mold  clamping 
cylinder  through  the  toggle  mechanism  29  and 
the  movable  platen  28  to  clamp  both  metal  molds 
30  and  32.  After  urging  the  casting  sleeve  58 
against  the  stationary  sleeve  38,  pressurized  oil  is 
introduced  into  the  injection  cylinder  50  to  raise 
plunger  52  for  injecting  the  molten  metal  into  the 
mold  cavity  34  through  sleeves  58  and  38  and 
throat  36.  After  injection  and  cooling  of  the  cast 
product,  the  casting  sleeve  58  is  separated  away 
from  the  metal  molds  30  and  32.  After  opening 
the  molds  by  operating  the  mold  clamping 
cylinder,  the  cast  product  is  removed  from  the 
metal  molds  30  and  32  by  the  push  out  device  39, 
thus  completing  one  cycle. 

In  a  modified  die  cast  machine  shown  in  Figs.  3 
and  4,  the  vertical  casting  unit  is  constructed  to 
move  in  the  horizontal  direction.  In  Figs.  3  and  4 
elements  identical  to  those  shown  in  Figs.  1  and  2 
are  designated  by  the  same  reference  numerals. 
The  stationary  platen  61  corresponding  to  the 
platen  25  shown  in  the  previous  embodiment  has 
an  L  shaped  configuration  including  a  vertical 
member  61a  and  a  horizontal  member  61b  integ- 
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The  purpose  of  the  vertical  key  provided 
between  the  stationary  platen  125  and  the  station- 
ary  metal  mold  130  on  the  center  line  of  the 
machine  is  to  readily  align  a  casting  sleeve  158  to 
be  described  later  of  the  vertical  casting  unit  123, 
located  beneath  the  abutting  surface  of  the 
stationary  metal  mold  130  and  the  movable  metal 
mold  132  and  on  the  center  line  of  the  machine, 
with  the  stationary  metal  mold  130.  The  metal 
molds  130  and  132  define  a  mold  cavity  135,  a 
throat  136  beneath  it  and  a  vertical  opening  137, 
which  are  formed  on  both  sides  of  the  mating 
surface  134.  A  split  stationary  sleeve  138  is  fitted 
in  the  vertical  opening  137,  and  a  push  out  device 
139  is  provided  for  the  movable  metal  mold  for 
removing  a  cast  product  from  the  mold  cavity 
135.  The  sleeve  138  is  formed  with  a  circular 
recess  138a  similar  to  the  recess  38a  of  Figs.  1  and 
3. 

The  vertical  casting  unit  123  includes  four  verti- 
cal  tie  rods  140  with  their  upper  ends  threaded 
into  threaded  opening  of  the  horizontal  member 
125b  of  the  stationary  platen  125.  These  tie  rods 
140  extend  downwardly  between  both  supporting 
members  124a  of  the  base  124  to  reach  a  bit  141 
below  the  floor  surface.  There  is  provided  a 
rectangular  frame  142  constituted  by  a  pair  of 
supporting  members  142a,  connecting  members 
142b  and  142c  respectively  interconnecting  the 
opposite  ends  of  the  supporting  members  142a. 
The  lower  ends  of  two  tie  rods  140  are  threaded 
into  each  supporting  member  142a  and  by  clamp- 
ing  each  tie  rod  140  with  upper  and  lower  nuts 
143  and  144,  the  frame  142  can  be  rigidly 
supported  in  the  horizontal  state. 

The  injection  device  145,  details  thereof  being 
shown  in  Fig.  10,  is  swingabiy  supported  by  the 
frame  142.  More  particularly,  the  injection  device 
145  is  provided  with  a  rod  side  block  146  having  a 
plunger  opening.  A  head  cover  148  is  secured  by 
nuts  149  to  the  lower  ends  of  vertical  tie  rods  147 
with  their  upper  ends  threaded  into  threaded 
openings  at  the  four  corners  of  the  lower  surface 
of  the  block  146.  A  cylinder  150  is  interposed 
between  the  block  146  and  the  head  cover  148 
and  tightly  fastened  by  tightening  nuts  149.  The 
block  146,  tie  rods  147,  head  cover  148,  nuts  149 
and  cylinder  159  constitute  an  injection  cylinder 
155.  Flanged  tilting  wheels  151  are  provided  on 
both  sides  of  the  block  146,  the  shafts  of  the  tilting 
wheels  151  being  journalled  by  the  frame  142  so 
as  to  tiltably  support  the  injection  device  145  with 
the  frame  142.  A  pair  of  vertical  docking  rams  152 
are  secured  to  both  sides  of  the  block  146  by  keys 
and  bolts.  Major  portion  of  each  docking  ram  152 
takes  the  form  of  a  round  rod  slidably  received  in 
an  opening  153a  of  a  sleeve  frame  1  53.  The  sleeve 
frame  153  is  constituted  by  a  U  shaped  coupling 
receiver  153b  at  its  lower  end,  cylindrical  portions 
153c  extending  upwardly  from  the  coupling 
receiver,  and  a  sleeve  shaped  member  153d 
connecting  together  the  upper  ends  of  the 
cylindrical  portions  153c.  When  pressurized  oil  is 
introduced  into  openings  153a,  the  injection 
device  145  is  raised  upwardly  from  the  position 

metal  injection  line,  the  inclination  angle  of  the 
horizontal  member  is  about  0.12  mm  (in  terms  of 
subtending  distance)  before  injection,  with  the 
casting  sleeve  58  separated  from  the  stationary 
sleeve  38  and  with  the  casting  unit  23  also  about 
0.12  mm  inclined  relative  to  the  vertical  mating 
line  of  the  molds  30  and  32.  But,  immediately 
before  completion  of  filling  of  molten  metal,  the 
horizontal  member  is  deflected  downwards 
owing  to  a  repulsive  force  caused  by  molten 
metal  injection  and  the  inclination  angle  is  zeroed, 
with  the  result  that  the  molten  metal  injection  line 
can  exactly  be  aligned  with  the  vertical  mating 
line  to  prevent  formation  of  an  undesirable  gap 
between  the  casting  sleeve  58  and  stationary 
sleeve  38  responsible  for  leakage  of  molten  metal. 

The  modified  die  cast  machine  121  shown  in 
Figs.  6  to  10  comprises  a  horizontal  mold  clamp- 
ing  unit  122  and  a  vertical  casting  unit  123,  the 
horizontal  mold  clamping  unit  122  being  secured 
to  a  base  124  fixed  to  the  floor.  The  base  124  is 
constituted  by  a  pair  of  spaced  supporting  mem- 
bers  124a  extending  in  the  horizontal  direction, 
and  a  pair  of  connecting  members  1  24b  (only  one 
is  shown)  interconnecting  the  opposite  ends  of 
the  supporting  members  124a.  A  pair  of  long 
rectangular  slide  plates  124c  are  mounted  on  the 
upper  ends  of  the  supporting  members  124a.  The 
stationary  platen  125  is  constituted  by  a  sub- 
stantially  rectangular  vertical  member  125a 
having  sufficient  stiffness,  and  a  horizontal 
member  125b  disposed  between  the  horizontal 
slide  plates  124c.  As  shown  in  Fig.  8,  the  lower 
end  of  the  vertical  member  125a  is  secured  to  the 
slide  plates  124c,  thus  securing  the  vertical 
member  1  25a  to  the  base  124.  As  seen  from  Fig.  9, 
the  horizontal  member  125b  of  the  stationary 
platen  125  has  a  width  W  which  is  slightly  smaller 
than  the  spacing  W,  of  a  slide  plates  124c.  The 
horizontal  member  125b  is  not  secured  to  the 
base  124  so  that  when  applied  with  a  vertical 
external  force,  it  deflects  downwardly,  although 
slightly.  A  cylindrical  platen,  not  shown,  is  adjust- 
ably  secured  to  the  other  end  of  the  base  124,  and 
the  four  corners  of  the  stationary  platen  125  and 
the  cylindrical  platen  are  interconnected  by 
columns  127  secured  by  nuts  126a.  A  movable 
platen  128  is  fitted  on  the  columns  127  to  oppose 
the  stationary  platen  1  25  and  slidably  mounted  on 
the  slide  platesJ24c  to  be  movable  toward  and 
away  from  the  stationary  platen  1  25.  The  movable 
platen  128  is  connected  to  the  cylindrical  platen 
through  a  toggle  mechanism  129.  A  stationary 
metal  mold  130  is  prevented  from  moving  in  the 
vertical  direction  by  a  horizontal  key  131  provided 
for  the  stationary  platen  125,  and  the  position  of 
the  stationary  metal  mold  130  in  a  direction 
perpendicular  to  the  sheet  of  drawing  is  deter- 
mined  by  a  vertical  key  131a  at  the  central  portion 
of  the  stationary  platen  125.  A  movable  metal 
mold  132  is  mounted  on  the  movable  platen  128 
by  a  key  133  which  prevents  vertical  movement  of 
the  metal  mold  132.  These  metal  molds  130  and 
132  are  opened  and  closed  at  a  split  or  mating 
surface  134. 
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ment  is  stopped  when  the  striker  169  actuates  the 
limit  switch  170.  After  pouring  the  molten  metal 
into  the  casting  sleeve  158,  pressurized  oil  is 
introduced  into  the  head  end  of  the  tilting  cylinder 

5  165  to  rotate  the  injection  device  145  to  the 
upright  position  which  is  maintained  by  the  limit 
switch  171  actuated  by  striker  169.  Before  this,  the 
movable  platen  128  has  been  advanced  by  the 
mold  clamping  cylinder  through  toggle 

w  mechanism  129  thus  completing  clamping  of 
both  metal  molds  130  and  132.  Consequently,  as 
the  pressurized  oil  is  supplied  simultaneously  to 
the  cylinders  153a  and  the  injection  cylinder  155, 
the  sleeve  frame  153  is  raised  with  the  plunger 

is  159  maintained  at  the  lower  position,  to  hold  the 
poured  molten  metal,  and  with  the  docking  ram 
152  left.  Thus,  the  casting  sleeve  158  is  urged 
against  the  lower  end  of  the  stationary  sleeve  138 
through  the  vertical  opening  137.  When  supply  of 

20  the  pressurized  oil  to  the  injection  cylinder  155 
continues,  the  plunger  159  is  raised  to  inject  the 
molten  metal  into  the  mold  cavity  135  through 
sleeves  158  and  138  and  throat  136. 

At  the  time  of  injecting  the  molten  metal,  the 
25  pressure  thereof  acts  upon  the  metal  molds  130 

and  132.  When  the  stationary  platen  125  is  rigidly 
secured  to  the  base  124,  there  is  no  measure  for 
releasing  the  molten  metal  pressure  with  the 
result  that  the  metal  molds  130  and  132  would  be 

30  opened.  In  contrast,  according  to  this  modifi- 
cation,  since  the  vertical  portion  125a  of  the 
stationary  platen  125  has  a  sufficient  rigidity  and 
since  the  horizontal  member  125b  of  the  station- 
ary  platen  125  floats  between  the  slide  plates  124c 

35  of  the  base  124,  the  reaction  of  the  molten  metal 
pressure  acts  downwardly  upon  the  horizontal 
member  125b  and  deflects  the  same  only  slightly. 
As  a  consequence,  this  downward  reaction  vib- 
rates  only  slightly  the  injection  device  145  and  the 

40  tie  rods  140  via  a  flexure  of  the  horizontal  member 
125b,  and  the  vertical  member  125c  would  not  be 
flexed,  whereby  the  metal  molds  130  and  132 
would  not  open. 

Immediately  before  completion  of  the  injection, 
45  a  large  injection  pressure  is  applied  to  the  inside 

of  the  mold  cavity  135  of  the  metal  molds  130  and 
132  so  that  injection  reaction  acts  upon  the 
horizontal  member  125b  of  the  stationary  platen 
1  25,  whereby  the  horizontal  member  1  25b  slightly 

so  flexes  downwards.  Accordingly,  the  casting 
sleeve  158  tends  to  move  away  from  the  lower 
stationary  sleeve  138  of  metal  molds  130  and  132. 
At  this  time,  however,  a  thin  solidified  layer  is 
created  on  the  surface  of  the  molten  metal  in 

55  contact  with  the  inner  surfaces  of  the  stationary 
sleeve  138  and  the  casting  sleeve  158  so  that  the 
molten  metal  would  not  be  blown  out  through  the 
gap  between  the  stationary  sleeve  138  and  the 
casting  sleeve  158  and  no  trouble  would  be 

60  encountered  in  the  injection  operation. 
Following  the  injection  casting,  when  the  mol- 

ten  metal  solidifies  and  cools,  the  pressurized  oil 
is  drained  from  the  cylinders  153a.  At  the  same 
time  the  pressurized  oil  is  supplied  to  the  rod  end 

65  of  the  injection  cylinder  155  for  lowering  the 

shown  in  Fig.  10.  As  shown  in  Fig.  7,  stop 
members  154A  are  secured  to  the  lower  surface 
of  the  stationary  platen  125  to  limit  the  upward 
movement  of  the  sleeve  frame  153  and  stop 
members  154B  are  secured  to  the  frame  142  to 
limit  the  downward  movement  of  the  sleeve 
frame  153. 

The  injection  device  155  including  the  cylinder 
150  as  the  essential  element  is  provided  with  a 
piston  rod  1  56  movable  in  the  vertical  direction  by 
the  pressurized  oil  admitted  into  cylinder  150.  The 
piston  rod  156  extends  through  the  frame  146  and 
its  upper  end  is  supported  by  a  ground  metal  157 
secured  to  the  frame  146.  A  cylindrical  casting 
sleeve  158  is  secured  to  the  sleeve  supporting 
member  153d  at  the  upper  end  of  the  sleeve 
frame  153.  A  plunger  159  is  supported  by  the 
casting  sleeve  to  be  movable  in  the  vertical 
direction,  and  the  lower  end  of  the  plunger  159  is 
coaxially  connected  to  the  piston  rod  156  through 
a  coupling  160.  The  lower  periphery  thereof  is 
disposed  to  engage  or  disengage  the  upper  inner 
surface  of  the  coupling  receiver  153b  of  the  sleeve 
frame  153.  The  coupling  160  moves  in  the  vertical 
direction  while  sliding  along  liners  161  bonded  to 
both  sides  of  a  half  of  the  sleeve  frame  1  53.  When 
the  sleeve  frame  153  is  raised,  the  casting  sleeve 
158  abuts  against  the  stationary  sleeve  138 
through  the  vertical  opening  137  shown  in  Fig.  6; 
after  abutting,  the  head  portion  of  the  plunger  1  59 
rises  through  the  openings  of  the  casting  sleeve 
158  and  the  stationary  sleeve  138.  A  centering 
ring  162  is  secured  to  the  horizontal  member  125b 
of  the  stationary  platen  125  for  guiding  the  cast- 
ing  sleeve  158. 

Apparatus  for  tilting  the  injection  device  145  for 
the  purpose  of  pouring  molten  metal  (or  plastic 
resin)  will  now  be  described.  The  one  side  of  the 
rod  side  block  146  and  the  head  cover  148  are 
interconnected  by  a  pair  of  connecting  plates  163, 
and  a  pair  of  brackets  164  are  secured  to  the 
connecting  member  142b  of  frame  142  to  obli- 
quely  project  downwardly.  A  tilting  cylinder  165  is 
rotatably  supported  by  the  brackets  164  through 
bearings  166,  and  the  outer  end  of  its  piston  rod 
167  is  pivotally  connected  to  the  connecting  plate 
163  through  a  pin  168,  whereby  as  the  piston  rod 
167  is  reciprocated  by  pressurized  oil,  the  injec- 
tion  device  145  is  moved  between  a  solid  line 
position  and  a  dotted  line  position  as  shown  in 
Fig.  6.  A  striker  169  is  secured  to  one  end  of  the 
tilting  shaft  151  which  rotates  together  with  the 
injection  device  145,  and  a  pair  of  limit  switches 
170  and  171  are  secured  to  the  frame  142  to  be 
actuated  by  the  striker  169.  These  limit  switches 
are  used  to  hold  the  injection  device  145  at  the 
upright  position  or  inclined  position. 

In  operation,  under  a  state  wherein  the  sleeve 
frame  153  and  the  plunger  159  are  at  the  lower 
position  as  shown  in  Fig.  6  and  the  injection 
device  145  is  at  the  upright  state,  the  injection 
device  145  would  be  tilted  to  the  dotted  line 
position  about  the  tilting  shaft  151  when 
pressurized  oil  is  introduced  into  the  tilting 
cylinder  165  to  retract  piston  rod  167.  This  move- 
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stationary  mold  and  said  movable  mold  and 
having  an  injection  cylinder  (50)  for  containing  a 
molten  metal  to  be  injected  into  said  mold  cavity, 
and  means  (40)  for  suspending  said  injection 

5  device  from  said  stationary  platen,  characterized 
in  that  said  stationary  platen  (25)  comprises  a 
vertical  member  (25a)  and  a  horizontal  member 
(25b)  which  is  integrated  with  said  vertical 
member,  said  horizontal  member  extending  from 

w  a  lower  end  of  said  movable  platen  beneath  said 
stationary  metal  mold,  and  said  injection  device 
suspending  means  is  suspended  from  said  hori- 
zontal  member. 

2.  The  die  casting  machine  according  to  claim  1 
15  which  further  comprises  means  for  normally 

holding  said  injection  cylinder  at  a  vertical  posi- 
tion  in  alignment  with  said  mold  cavity  and  tilting 
said  injection  cylinder  to  a  position  remote  from 
said  mold  cavity  for  pouring  molten  metal. 

20  3.  The  die  casting  machine  according  to  claim  2 
which  further  comprises  means  for  reciprocating 
in  the  horizontal  direction  said  injection  cylinder 
between  said  vertical  position  and  a  position 
remote  from  said  mold  cavity  at  which  material  to 

25  be  injected  is  poured  into  said  injection  cylinder. 
4.  The  die  casting  machine  according  to  claim  1 

wherein  an  inner  end  of  said  horizontal  member 
is  inclined  upwardly  by  an  angle  which  approxi- 
mates  zero  degrees  immediately  before,  comple- 

30  tion  of  injection. 
5.  The  die  casting  machine  according  to  claim  1 

further  comprising  means  for  securing  said 
stationary  platen  on  an  upper  surface  of  a 
machine  base,  and  supporting  means  depending 

35  from  said  horizontal  member  for  supporting  said 
injection  cylinder,  wherein  said  horizontal 
member  has  a  width  smaller  than  a  spacing 
between  a  pair  of  slide  members  provided  for 
said  machine  base  whereby  said  horizontal 

40  member  is  not  secured  to  said  machine  base. 

Patentanspriiche 

1.  Horizontale  Formverspannungs-  und  verti- 
45  kale  EinspritzdruckgieBmaschine  mit  einer  statio- 

naren  MetallguBform  (30),  die  an  einer  stationa- 
ren  Platte  (25)  befestigt  ist,  einer  beweglichen 
MetallgulSform  (32),  die  an  einer  beweglichen 
Platte  (28)  befestigt  ist,  Mitteln,  die  bewegliche 

50  Platte  zusammen  mit  der  beweglichen  MetallguB- 
form  auf  die  stationare  MetallguGform  und  die 
stationare  Platte  auf  diese  zu  und  von  diesen  weg 
zu  bewegen,  wobei  die  bewegliche  und  die  statio- 
nare  MetallguSform  einen  Formerhohlraum  (35) 

55  bilden,  wenn  die  bewegliche  und  die  stationare 
MetallgulSform  miteinander  verspannt  sind,  mit 
einer  Einspritzeinrichtung,  die  unter  der  stationa- 
ren  Form  und  der  beweglichen  Form  angeordnet 
ist,  und  einem  Einspritzzylinder  (50),  der 

60  geschmolzenenes  Metall,  das  in  den  Formenhohl- 
raum  eingespritzt  wird,  beinhaltet,  und  mit  Vor- 
richtungen  (40)  zur  Aufhangung  der  Einspritzvor- 
richtung  an  der  stationaren  Platte,  dadurch 
gekennzeichnet,  dafc  die  stationare  Platte  (25)  ein 

65  vertikales  Teil  (25  a)  und  ein  horizontales  Teil  (25 

sleeve  frame  1  53  together  with  the  plunger  1  59  to 
separate  the  casting  sleeve  158  from  the  metal 
molds  130  and  132.  Thereafter,  the  mold  clamp- 
ing  cylinder  is  operated  to  open  the  molds  and  the 
cast  product  is  removed  from  the  metal  molds 
130  and  132  by  means  of  the  push  out  device  139, 
thus  completing  one  cycle  of  the  operation. 

It  should  be  understood  that  this  modification  is 
also  applicable  to  a  plastic  injection  molding 
machine. 

As  described  above,  according  to  the  modifi- 
cation  shown  in  Figs.  6  to  10,  the  stationary  platen 
adapted  to  support  the  stationary  metal  mold  is 
constituted  by  an  L  shaped  member  comprising  a 
vertical  member  secured  to  the  machine  base  and 
a  horizontal  member  extending  from  the  lower 
end  of  the  vertical  member  toward  the  lower  side 
of  the  metal  mold,  and  the  injection  device  is 
supported  by  supporting  members  depending 
from  the  horizontal  member.  Moreover,  the  hori- 
zontal  member  is  installed  to  float  such  that  it 
does  not  come  into  contact  with  the  inner  sides  of 
slide  members  on  both  sides  of  the  base  and 
hence  is  not  secured  to  the  machine  base.  Thus, 
the  injection  device  can  be  supported  by  a  strong 
stationary  platen,  and  no  gap  would  be  formed 
between  the  abutting  ends  of  the  casting  sleeve 
and  the  stationary  sleeve  due  to  the  weight  of  the 
injection  device,  unlike  the  prior  art  construction 
wherein  the  injection  device  is  supported  by  the 
rods.  Moreover,  even  when  the  reaction  caused 
by  the  injection  pressure  is  applied  to  the  station- 
ary  platen,  the  horizontal  member  slightly  flexes, 
thus  causing  a  slight  vibration  of  the  injection 
device  so  that  there  is  no  fear  of  opening  the 
metal  molds  and  forming  a  gap  between  the 
abutting  ends  of  the  casting  sleeve  and  the 
stationary  sleeve,  thereby  preventing  flow  out  of 
the  molten  metal  and  formation  of  burrs.  This 
improves  the  safety  of  the  operation  and  quality 
of  the  cast  or  injected  products.  Furthermore,  as 
the  upper  mounting  portion  of  the  supporting 
member  of  the  injection  device  does  not  occupy  a 
large  space,  a  large  space  is  available  for  mount- 
ing  the  metal  molds.  In  addition,  the  spacing 
between  the  supporting  members  of  the  injection 
device  can  be  made  smaller  than  a  prior  art  case 
wherein  the  injection  device  is  supported  by 
columns.  This  not  only  decreases  the  width  of  the 
machine  but  also  miniaturizes  the  machine. 

Claims 

1.  A  horizontal  mold  clamping  and  vertical 
injection  type  die  cast  machine  comprising  a 
stationary  metal  mold  (30)  secured  to  a  stationary 
platen  (25),  a  movable  metal  mold  (32)  secured  to 
a  movable  platen  (28),  means  for  moving  in  a 
horizontal  direction  said  movable  platen  together 
with  said  movable  metal  mold  toward  and  away 
from  said  stationary  metal  mold  and  said  station- 
ary  platen,  said  movable  and  stationary  metal 
molds  defining  a  mold  cavity  (35)  when  said 
movable  and  stationary  metal  mold  are  clamped 
together,  an  injection  device  disposed  under  said 
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de  moule  (35)  lorsque  ledit  moule  metallique 
mobile  et  ledit  moule  metallique  fixe  sont  brides 
ensemble,  comportant  aussi  un  dispositif  d'injec- 
tion  dispose  sous  ledit  moule  fixe  et  ledit  moule 
mobile  et  presentant  un  cylindre  d'injection  (50) 
pour  contenir  du  metal  en  fusion  a  injecter  dans 
ladite  cavite  de  moule;  ainsi  que  des  moyens  (40) 
pour  suspendre  ledit  dispositif  d'injection  audit 
plateau  fixe,  caracterisee  en  ce  que  ledit  plateau 
fixe  (25)  comprend  un  element  vertical  (25a)  et  un 
element  horizontal  (25b)  d'une  piece  avec  iedit 
element  vertical,  ledit  element  horizontal  s'eten- 
dant,  a  partir  d'une  extremite  inferieure  dudit 
plateau  mobile,  sous  ledit  moule  metallique  fixe; 
et  en  ce  que  lesdits  moyens  auxquels  est  sus- 
pendu  le  dispositif  d'injection  sont  eux-memes 
suspendus  audit  element  horizontal. 

2.  Machine  a  mouler  sous  pression  selon  la 
revendication  1,  comportant  en  outre  des  moyens 
pour  tenir  normalement  ledit  cylindre  d'injection 
a  la  position  verticale,  en  alignement  avec  ladite 
cavite  de  moule  et  pour  incliner  ledit  cylindre 
d'injection  pour  venir  en  une  position  eloignee  de 
ladite  cavite  de  moule  pour  pouvoir  y  verser  du 
metal  en  fusion. 

3.  Machine  a  mouler  sous  pression  selon  la 
revendication  2,  comportant  en  outre  des  moyens 
pour  donner  un  mouvement  de  va-et-vient  dans 
la  direction  horizontale  audit  cylindre  d'injection, 
entre  ladite  position  verticale  et  une  position, 
eloignee  de  ladite  cavite  de  moule,  a  laquelle  on 
verse  dans  ledit  cylindre  d'injection  le  materiau  a 
injecter. 

4.  Machine  a  mouler  sous  pression  selon  la 
revendication  1,  dans  laquelle  une  extremite  infe- 
rieure  dudit  element  horizontal  est  inclinee  vers  le 
haut  d'un  angle  d'environ  zero  degre  immediate- 
ment  avant  achievement  de  I'injection. 

5.  Machine  a  mouler  sous  pression  selon  la 
revendication  1,  comportant  en  outre  des  moyens 
pour  fixer  ledit  plateau  fixe  sur  une  surface 
superieure  d'une  embase  de  la  machine;  ainsi 
que  des  moyens  supports,  suspendus  audit  ele- 
ment  horizontal,  pour  supporter  ledit  cylinder 
d'injection,  dans  laquelle  ledit  element  horizontal 
a  une  largeur  inferieure  a  I'ecartement  entre  une 
paire  de  coulisses  prevues  pour  servir  d'embase 
de  la  machine,  etant  precise  que  ledit  element 
horizontal  n'est  pas  fixe  a  ladite  embase  de  la 
machine. 

b),  das  mit  dem  vertikalen  Teil  integral  ist, 
umfaSt,  das  horizontale  Teil  sich  von  einem  unte- 
ren  Ende  der  beweglichen  Platte  unter  der  statio- 
naren  MetallguBform  erstreckt  und  dalS  das  Auf- 
hangemittel  der  Einspritzvorrichtung  an  diesem  5 
horizontalen  Teil  aufgehangt  ist. 

2.  DruckgulSmaschine  nach  Anspruch  1,  die  des 
weiteren  Mittel  umfalSt  zum  normalen  Halten  des 
Injektionszylinders  in  einer  vertikalen  Position  in 
gerader  Linie  mit  dem  Formenhohlraum  und  zum  w 
Kippen  des  Injektionszylinders  in  eine  Stellung, 
die  vom  Formenhohlraum  entfernt  liegt,  um 
geschmolzenes  Metall  einzugielSen. 

3.  DruckguGmaschine  nach  Anspruch  2,  die  des 
weiteren  Mittel  umfaSt,  um  in  der  horizontalen  15 
Richtung  den  Einspritzzylinderzwischen  der  verti- 
kalen  Stellung  und  dervon  dem  Formenhohlraum 
abgekehrten  Stellung,  bei  der  einzuspritzende 
GuBmasse  in  den  Einspritzzylinder  gegossen 
wird,  hin  und  her  zu  bewegen.  20 

4.  DruckguGmaschine  nach  Anspruch  1,  bei  der 
ein  inneres  Ende  des  horizontalen  Teils  nach  oben 
angewinkelt  ist,  und  zwar  unter  einem  Winkel,  der 
sich  unmittelbar  vor  dem  AbschluU  den  Einspritz- 
vorganges  Null  Grad,  nahert.  25 

5.  DruckguGmaschine  nach  Anspruch  1,  die  des 
weiteren  Mittel  zu  Befestigung  der  stationaren 
Platte  auf  einer  oberen  Flache  der  Maschinenbo- 
denplatte  umfaGt,  und  Tragemittel,  die  mit  dem 
horizontalen  Teil  verbunden  sind,  um  den  Ein-  30 
spritzzylinder  zu  tragen,  wobei  das  horizontale 
Teil  weniger  breit  ist,  als  der  Abstand  zwischen 
einem  Paar  Schiebeteile,  die  fur  die  Maschinen- 
bodenplatte  vorgesehen  sind,  wobei  das  horizon- 
tale  Teil  nicht  an  der  Maschinenbodenplatte  befe-  35 
stigt  ist. 

Revendications 

1.  Machine  a  mouler  sous  pression  du  type  a  40 
bridage  horizontal  du  moule  et  a  injection  verti- 
cale,  comportant  un  moule  metallique  fixe  (30) 
fixe  a  un  plateau  fixe  (25),  un  moule  metallique 
mobile  (32)  fixe  a  un  plateau  mobile  (28),  des 
moyens  pour  deplacer  dans  une  direction  hori-  45 
zontale  ledit  plateau  mobile  en  meme  temps  que 
ledit  moule  metallique  mobile,  en  direction  dudit 
moule  metallique  fixe  et  dudit  plateau  fixe,  et  en 
s'en  ecartant,  ledit  moule  metallique  mobile  et 
ledit  moule  metallique  fixe  definissant  une  cavite  50 
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